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I. Introduction 

In Southeast Asia lies a country that was formerly named Burma but is known in               
today’s world as the Republic of the Union of Myanmar. For decades now, the nation state                
has deliberately cleansed a certain ethnic group known as the Rohingyas. The Rohingya             
people resemble the largest percentage of Muslims residing in Myanmar. With the            
commencement of 2017, more than one million rohingyas were settled in a western state,              
known as Rakhine and more than 3 million others were spread in neighboring countries. As               
of 2018, less than half a million Rohingya reside in Myanmar due to the escalating tensions.                
While Myanmar contains 135 ethnic groups, the Rohingyas are a distinct ethnic group with              
their own language, traditions, and customs, as they are descendants of Arab Muslim             
merchants. With the nation’s primary religion being Buddhism, the government of Myanmar            
has denied the Rohingya people     
citizenship and has left them to be       
labeled as stateless persons. The     
authorities have stripped them of their      
rights, as the Rohingyas lack basics      
rights that include the right to vote, to        
own property and the right to      
employment. The United Nations has     
describe the situation in Myanmar as      
a “textbook example of ethnic     
cleansing”.   1

 Figure 1: Deprived Rohingyas in a Refugee camp   2

Buddhists residing in the Rakhine state have been noted to interact in multiple             
discriminatory actions that harm the Rohingyas. The Rakhine Buddhists have attempted to            
rape Rohingya women and children, burn and sack their houses and their properties, steal              
their valued belongings, and displace them from their residences. The United Nations in 2017              
labeled the Rohingyas’ situation as the “world’s fastest growing refugee crisis”. At the             
beginning of 2017, there were approximately around 307,500 Rohingya refugees residing in            
UNHCR camps in neighboring countries. An extra 687,000 Rohingya Refugee are           
approximated to have arrived since August 2017 due to the widespread riots and the clashes               
between the Buddhists and the Rohingyas. All Rohingyas arriving have been noted to be in               
critical conditions as they lack any belongings, shelter, food, and water and many of them are                
highly injured. The United Nations Security Council has asked the government of Myanmar             
to end the violence between Buddhists and the Rohingyas but hasn’t imposed any sanctions              
making its efforts and requests useless. The United States have urged the authorities to              

1 “Myanmar Rohingya: What You Need to Know about the Crisis.” BBC News, BBC, 24 Apr. 2018, 
www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-41566561.  
2 “Myanmar Struggles with Rohingya Crisis.” VOA News, VOA, 
learningenglish.voanews.com/a/myanmar-rohingya/4038971.html.   
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"respect the rule of law, stop the violence and end the displacement of civilians from all                
communities". On the other hand, China addressed the world by saying the "(international             
community) should support the efforts of Myanmar in safeguarding the stability of its             
national development". With no direct solution and cooperation, the world is at the verge of               
havings its biggest refugee crisis in history.   3

II. Focused Overview of the Issue 

The Rohingya people are one of the resident groups of the Rakhine state in Myanmar               
and one of the nation’s unrecognized ethnic groups. There are over 1.1 million Rohingyas              
who reside in Myanmar and have settled in a restless manner with the Rakhine Buddhists,               
which make up the majority of the population. It is claimed that the Rohingya people are                
descendants of earlier Muslims who include Persian and Arab merchants and have settled in              
Myanmar many years ago. The Rohingyas have always had their own identity; they speak              
their own dialect of Bengali just like the Muslims in Chittagong in Bangladesh, unlike the               
Rakhine Buddhists who have their own language. Tensions rise every now and then between              
the Buddhists and the Muslims due to various incidents and triggers, which has led to               
widespread riots, mass killings, and the displacement of many people from their homes. Since              
the 1970s, the Rohingyas have dealt with unjust bylaws embedded in Myanmar's legislative             
system that have denied them the recognition of their citizenship of this country and thus left                
them to be labeled as stateless persons, with no basic rights to exercise such as the right to                  
vote or the right to have an education. Constant violence, murder, rape and lack of citizenship                
have forced the Rohingyas to flee the country, cross the borders illegally, thus creating a               
refugee crisis. Since the 2016-2017 crisis, more than half a million Rohingyas have fled to               
neighboring countries such as Bangladesh, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand for political           
asylum and humanitarian aid.  4

1) Rohingyas’ Legal Status 

As mentioned earlier, Myanmar’s government has deliberately refused to grant the           
Rohingya people citizenship of Myanmar and hence they have been treated accordingly as             
stateless persons. The majority of the Rohingyas don’t have basic legal documentations that             
include necessary papers such as birth certificates, primary degrees, driving license, an ID             
card and a passport just like any normal citizen in any humble country. Myanmar’s national               
citizenship law of 1948 was considered “exclusionary” as it didn’t recognize all ethnicities.             
However, when the military Junta gained power in 1962, it had developed Myanmar’s             
Nationality law in 1982, which deliberately prevents the Rohingya people from gaining            
access to a full citizenship and thus stripping them of all necessary rights. Ronan Lee, a                
political consultant who is an expert in this issue said, “the citizenship process has been a                
shambles, at least since the military took power in 1962.” In the 1990s, the government               
issued identification cards known as the White Cards to the Rohingyas so they could register               
as temporary residents of the nation and is used so police personnel could easily identify               
them. This card is no where close to a citizenship, as it doesn’t grant them any rights, it is just                    
used so they can be distinguished from others.  5

3 Ibid 
4 “What Forces Are Fueling Myanmar's Rohingya Crisis?” Council on Foreign Relations, Council on Foreign 
Relations, www.cfr.org/backgrounder/rohingya-crisis.  
5 Ibid 
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A human rights organization named, Seagull Foundation has recently undergone a           
survey on 100 Muslim families in Mandalay, Myanmar and they have concluded that an              
overwhelming majority have had difficulties in obtaining a national registration card. Many            
of them also mentioned that they were advised to change their religion or their ethnicity so                
they could be able to obtain and keep these legal documentations. Harry Myo Lin, the head                
of the Seagull Foundation has commented that “ethnicity and religion should not be on ID               
cards”.  

In 2014, the United Nations pressured Myanmar’s government to hold its first            
National Census so the Muslims residing in Myanmar could be recognized as Rohingyas and              
as an official ethnic group of the nation. Consequently, the Buddhists have erupted             
Myanmar’s political arena and have threatened to cause widespread riots and destruction all             
over the country. As a result, the authorities in Myanmar have decided that the Rohingyas can                
be registered as Bengali instead. The International Crisis Group have released a statement in              
2015 stating,“Country-wide anti-Muslim sentiment makes it politically difficult for the          
government to take steps seen as supportive of Muslim rights.” The statement was released              
when the Buddhists firmly rejected the Rohingyas’ participation in 2015’s constitutional           
referendum, which forced the president, Thein Sein, to halt Rohingyas’ political activity,            
depriving them of the right to vote once again.  6

2) Discriminatory actions 

The Rohingya people have handled a lot of discriminatory actions from the Rakhine             
Buddhists and the government for decades now. The government of Myanmar has issued             
discriminatory laws that cracked down on the Rohingyas and prevented them from enjoying             
basic human rights such as marriage, family planning, employment, education, religious           
choice, and freedom of movement. Rohingyas living in Maungdaw and Buthidaung may            
only conceive two children and no more than that. Couples who wish to get their marriage                
officiated by the state normally do so by either bribing a statesman or by providing numerous                
and comprehensive documents. Moreover, the Rohingyas need to take permission from the            
state if they are seeking a new residence or if they are traveling to another town, which                 
definitely hinders their ability to move around. The World Bank estimates that the Rakhine              
state is the country’s poorest and most underdeveloped place as it has a poverty rate of 78%,                 
while the average poverty rate of the nation is 37.5%, making Rakhine the most impoverished               
state in Myanmar.  7

Tensions grew into a crisis again in 2017, after a newly established militant group              
named the Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA) ambushed and attacked police and            
military bases in Rakhine. Subsequently, the government recognized this group as a terrorist             
organization and has launched a counterforce campaign to diminish their power in the region.              
As a result, the army has destroyed numerous Rohingya villages and forced over 700,000              
Rohingyas out of the country, causing a refugee crisis. Over 6,700 Rohingyas were killed in               

6 Julia Wallace for Irin, part of the Guardian development network. “Myanmar Casts Minorities to the Margins as 
Citizenship Law Denies Legal Identity.” The Guardian, Guardian News and Media, 3 Nov. 2016, 
www.theguardian.com/global-development/2016/nov/03/myanmar-casts-minorities-to-margins-citizenship-law-
denies-legal-identity.  
7 “What Forces Are Fueling Myanmar's Rohingya Crisis?” Council on Foreign Relations, Council on Foreign 
Relations, www.cfr.org/backgrounder/rohingya-crisis.  
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the month of fighting as the military was noted to open fire on innocent civilians while                
fleeing and setting restricted landmines on the Bangladesh border.  

By 2018, the government has adopted empty Rohingya villages and farmlands to            
build new residences, military bases and to enhance the infrastructure, claiming that these             
homes would host the refugees that are coming from neighbouring countries. However,            
activists have claimed that these homes are built to accommodate Rakhine buddhists in the              
region. United Nations Secretary General Antonio Guterres has condemned Myanmar’s acts           
and has been noted to call it “ethnic cleansing”. During a Security Council emergency              
meeting, the United States UN ambassador, Nikki Haley, was noted saying that the             
government of Myanmar was enforcing a “brutal, sustained campaign to cleanse the country             
of an ethnic minority.” Moreover, she has called upon members states to halt any military               
assistance to Myanmar and set sanctions on the nations. However, China and Russia refused              
to cooperate; claiming that the government is trying to stabilize the region.  8

3) Where Does a Rohingya Settle? 

According to the UN High Commissioner of Refugees (UNHCR), most Rohingyas           
that flee Myanmar head to Bangladesh; as it is a Muslim country and it is the nearest one to                   
Rakhine State. They approximate that there are over 950,000 Rohingya refugees in the             
nation, most whom are not registered and live in critical conditions. The World Health              
Organization (WHO) estimated that there are over 60,000 babies that were born in these              
refugees camps. As there are no hygiene standards enforced there, the outbreak of a disease is                
very probable, as diseases like measles, tetanus, diphtheria, and acute jaundice syndrome            
might break out very soon. They also estimate that 60% of water is contaminated and               
unclean, increasing the risk of an outbreak and increasing the mortality rate. Unsecured             
camps have served as platforms for crime, vandalism, sexual enslavement, smuggling, and            
exploitation of labour. In 2017, Bangladesh and Myanmar signed a comprehensive deal that             
decreed the return of Rohingya refugees to Myanmar’s jurisdiction but until now, no             
measures have been taken.  

Malaysia has been one of the hosts for Rohingya refugees. As of November 2017,              
Malaysia holds more than 150,000 Rohingya refugees. Many of them claimed to be             
unregistered. Hence, unregistered refugees don’t have the opportunity to have an occupation            
or a residence, setting them and their families in critical positions; not having access to basic                
needs like medical care.  

Indonesia is also one of the hosting hubs for Rohingya refugees, although it has the               
smallest number of refugees in the region, as the nation treats them as illegal immigrants, and                
they have strict policies against that. Indonesia has supervised numerous rescue operations            
that would rescue migrant ships off its shores holding Rohingyas and have supported them              
with humanitarian aid. Moreover, the government has sent humanitarian assistance to refugee            
camps in Bangladesh. In January 2018, the Indonesian President, Joko Widodo, has visited a              
refugee camp in Bangladesh and has promised more aid to the Rohingyas in need.  

Thailand has held some refugees from Myanmar but has acted mostly as a smuggling              
port for them. The nation acts as a “transit” for the Rohingya people coming from Bangladesh                

8 Ibid  
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or Myanmar by boat, as it was noted that some continue on foot to Malaysia and others ride                  
another boat and head to Malaysia or Indonesia. The government’s military has led several              
operations to halt their smuggling movement and to diminish any gangster activities.  9

III.  Involved Countries and Organizations 

1) Republic of the Union of Myanmar  

Rakhine State, Myanmar is the geographic platform that hosts “the world’s most            
persecuted people”, the Rohingya people. Over 1.1 million Rohingya people reside in            
Myanmar and over 3.5 million others are dispersed all over the world. The Rohingya people               
are one of the Myanmese Muslim minority groups. They trace back to the 15th century when                
hundreds of Muslims joined forces with the Arakan Kingdom. Centuries after Myanmar            
gained its independence and subsequent governments were formed, the authorities refused to            
recognize the Rohingyas as one of the country’s 135 ethnic groups. The Rohingyas are              
identified by many in Myanmar, especially the Buddhists, as illegal immigrants from            
Bangladesh and hence have been subjected to bigotry. The Myanmese government labels            
them as stateless people and have denied them the pursuit of a citizenship, and thus they have                 
suffered from restricted access to fundamental needs such as education, healthcare, residency            
and basic services.   10

Over the last few years, violence has been inflicted across ethnic and communal lines              
due to local disputes and sexual assault incidents in Western Rakhine. In June 2012, the rape                
and the murder of a young Buddhist girl marked the beginning of the first and most                
detrimental incident in the region. Clashes sparked between Rakhine Buddhists and the            
Rohingya Muslims, which resulted into 200 dead and thousand others displaced from their             
homes. In March 2013, a squabble in a gold shop in Meiktila in central Myanmar resulted in                 
a widespread rioting between Buddhists and the Rohingya Muslims, which left 40 dead and              
an entire neighborhood completely destroyed. In August 2013, a Buddhist militia burned            
down Muslim residences and    
stores in the town of Kanbula,      
after the police refused to hand      
over a Muslim accused of     
raping a Buddhist female. In     
January 2014, a United Nations     
report stated that over 40     
Rohingyas, which includes   
men, women, and children,    
were slaughtered due to clashes     
between Buddhists after the    
accusation of a Rohingya    
murdering a Rakhine police    
officer. In June 2014, two     

9 Ibid  
10 “Who Are the Rohingya and What Is Happening in Myanmar?” Amnesty International Australia, 3 Oct. 2017, 
www.amnesty.org.au/who-are-the-rohingya-refugees/.  
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Muslims were murdered and Figure 2: Rohingyas trapped at the           
Myanmese Border  11

five others were heavily injured in Mandalay, Myanmar after a rumor was spread across              
social media mentioning a Muslim raping a young Buddhist girl.   12

Aung San Suu Kyi, a Mynamese politician, diplomat, author, Nobel Peace Prize            
laureate, leader of the National League of Democracy Party (NLD) and the current state              
counsellor of Myanmar and widely seen among the public as the de facto leader of Myanmar                
has refused to acknowledge the Rohingyas rights in the region, telling the BBC in an               
interview, “I don’t think there is ethnic cleansing going on.” Moreover, in another occurrence              
she mentioned that,“ethnic cleansing is too strong an expression to use for what is              
happening,” denying any claims held against her regarding this issue.  

In October of 2017, an ambiguous insurgent group came to power and held numerous              
attacks on Myanmar’s border, which resulted in the displacement of over 75,000 Rohingyas             
to Bangladesh. Consequently, a United Nations report was released claiming that Myanmese            
governmental militias attacked and cracked down on the Rohingya people during their            
vicious campaign against the insurgents, resulting in war crimes and crimes against humanity.             
Meanwhile, the Myanmese military denied these claims and mentioned that they were            
“engaged in a legitimate counterinsurgency operation”. Suu Kyi justified the mass killings of             
the Rohingyas by saying, “What we are trying to go for is reconciliation not condemnation,”               
and she also remarked that “it is Muslims killing Muslims as well.”  13

2) People’s Republic of Bangladesh 

Tensions escalated among the Rakhines in Myanmar between Buddhists and the           
Muslims who label themselves as the Rohingya people. The Rohingyas trace back from areas              
in the Bengal, which is identified today as Bangladesh as it forms the largest part of the                 
region. The Muslim Bengali makeup 98% of Bangladesh’s population and hence they            
occupy the world’s third largest Muslim majority country and hence Islam is their official              
religion. Since 1992, the Bangladeshi government has adopted a regulation to deny the             
Rohingyas and since then they have      
forcibly sealed and guarded their     
border. Due to the collective     
punishment enforced by the Rakhines     
on the Muslims, the Rohingyas flee to       
Bangladesh’s border seeking political    
asylum and humanitarian aid as it is a        
Muslim country which they hope     
would offer humanitarian assistance    
and act as a refugee shelter. However,       

11 “Rohingyas Crisis.” Sputnik News, Sputnik International , 
sputniknews.com/analysis/201710281058620235-myanmar-rohingya-crisis-china-position/.  
12 “Why Is There Communal Violence in Myanmar?” BBC News, BBC, 3 July 2014, 
www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-18395788.  
13 Agency, Reuters News. “Aung San Suu Kyi Denies Ethnic Cleansing in Myanmar despite UN Report into Mass 
Killings of Rohingya Muslims.” The Telegraph, Telegraph Media Group, 6 Apr. 2017, 
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/04/06/aung-san-suu-kyi-myanmar-leader-says-no-ethnic-cleansing-rohingya/.  
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the authorities have pushed them back, violating international law and leaving the Rohingyas             
vulnerable.  

                                                                                               Figure 3: Map of Rohingyas movement in the region  14

Champa Patel, Amnesty International’s South Asia Director said,“The Rohingya         
are being squeezed by the callous actions of both the Myanmar and Bangladesh authorities.              
Fleeing collective punishment in Myanmar, they are being pushed back by the Bangladeshi             
authorities. Trapped between these cruel fates, their desperate need for food, water and             
medical care is not being addressed.”  

The Naf, a river dividing Myanmar and Bangladesh, holds numerous Rohingya           
refugees without medical care, food and shelter setting them in a vulnerable position. The              
Bangladeshi border and coast guards have forcibly detained and handed over many asylum             
seekers to Myanmar, which is a direct violation of the principle of non-refoulement, “an              
absolute prohibition under international law on forcibly returning people to a country or             
place where they would be at real risk of serious human rights violations.” The Rohingyas               
claim that the only way to cross the border is by bribing the border guards or by paying                  
smugglers to assist them in crossing the border. Since 21 November, 2016, more than 2000               
refugees have managed to do that by crossing the border close to Whaikyang, a village by                
the Naf river in Bangladesh. Champa Patel also added that “the Bangladeshi government             
must not add to the suffering of Rohingya. They should be recognized and protected as               
refugees fleeing persecution, not punished for who they are”.  15

3) United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 

Formed by the General Assembly of the UN in January 1, 1951, the United Nations               
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is established “to provide for the international            
protection of refugees, inter alia, by promoting the conclusion and ratification of            
relevant international conventions, promoting the admission of refugees to the          
territories of States, obtaining from Governments information concerning the number          
and conditions of refugees and the laws concerning them and facilitating the coordination of              
the efforts of private organizations concerned with the welfare of refugees.” Basically the             
UNHCR’s aim is to assist internally displaced persons (IDPs) that are set in this position due                
to ethnic cleansing and prejudicial actions. In February 2016, they issued a comprehensive             
report estimating the number of people of concern. They have approximated that there are              
about 96,000 IDPs in Kachin and Northern Shan, 120,000 IDPs in Rakhine, 200,000 IDPs              
in South-east of the nation, 940,000 without a citizenship and 170,000 other people of              
concern having a total of 1.53 million people of concern as of February 2016. Due to these                 
excessive numbers, the UNHCR’s presence in the region has included 129 national staff and              
39 international staff. They have also opened 5 offices in Myanmar specifically in Hpa-An,              
Maungdaw, Myitkyina, Sittwe and Yangon. Moreover, they have inaugurated 6 other areas in             
Bhamo, Buthidaung, Dawei, Hakha, Loikaw (liaison office) and Mawlamyine.  

14 “Map.” International Union for Muslim Scholars, 
ulamasedunia.org/2017/09/13/majlis-keselamatan-pbb-atur-pertemuan-bincang-situasi-rohingya/.  
15 “Bangladesh Pushes Back Rohingya Refugees amid Collective Punishment in Myanmar.” Palm Oil and Human 
Rights: What You Need to Know, 
www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2016/11/bangladesh-pushes-back-rohingya-refugees-amid-collective-punish
ment-in-myanmar/.  
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The UNHCR has collaborated with multiple agencies to secure a suitable lifestyle for             
displaced Rohingyas in the region. It has secured a way for the Protection sector and for the                 
Shelter, Non-food Items (NFI) and Camp Coordination and Camp Management (CCCM) in            
Rakhine to provide humanitarian assistance for those in need. Moreover, the UNHCR has             
coordinated with the UNDP and the Southeast Consultations, that include over a 100             
stakeholders, to provide a suitable framework to resolve the issue and to provide necessary              
services.   16

IV.  Key Vocabulary 

Ethnic Cleansing: Defined as “rendering an area ethnically homogeneous by using force or             
intimidation to remove persons of given groups from the area.” It is labelled as a crime and a                  
violation of international law. Such actions were found in Myanmar as the Rakhine Buddhists              
attempt to eradicate the Rohingya Muslims from the region.  17

Internally Displaced People (IDPs): IDPs are people who have been displaced from their             
homes and residences due to multiple reasons that can trace back to political disputes or               
natural disasters. IDPs don’t cross their country’s borders as they remain displaced within             
their country’s jurisdiction. They are normally set in vulnerable positions and need            
humanitarian aid. Thousands of Rohingyas have been displaced from Rakhine due to ethnic             
cleansing.   18

V. Important Events & Chronology 

Date 
(Day/Month/Year) Event 

16 December, 1992 
A/RES/47/80 ‘“Ethnic cleansing” and racial hatred’ resolution       
was passed.19 

March 2008 
A/61/L.67 Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples was        
passed.19 

2015 
Authorities strip voting rights away from the Rohingyas before 
the constitutional referendum, due to street protests by 
Buddhists.7 

August 2017 More than 687,000 Rohingya refugees arrive in Bangladesh 
seeking political asylum .15 

 

VI. Past Resolutions and Treaties 

A/RES/47/80 “Ethnic cleansing”  and racial hatred 

This resolution was drafted by 36 member states and produced on the 16th of              
December, 1992. The overall aim of the resolution is to condemn and eliminate any actions               

16 United Nations. “Myanmar Fact Sheet.” UNHCR, 
www.unhcr.org/protection/operations/50001cf99/myanmar-fact-sheet.html.  
17 “United Nations Office on Genocide Prevention and the Responsibility to Protect.” United Nations, United 
Nations, www.un.org/en/genocideprevention/ethnic-cleansing.html.  
18 United Nations. “Internally Displaced People.” UNHCR, www.unhcr.org/internally-displaced-people.html.  
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that correspond with ethnic cleansing and discriminatory behaviors against a certain race. The             
resolution condemns ethnic cleansing, opposes any policies that promotes the prejudicial           
ideology, affirms that the concept disregards universal human rights, and calls upon member             
states to eliminate ethnic cleansing all over the world. The resolution is essential for the case                
in Myanmar but it is a General Assembly’s resolution and hence it doesn’t take compulsory               
action, which cannot force the government to halt any bigoted actions against the Rohingyas.  

A/61/L.67 Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

The United Nations Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) was           
drafted by the General Assembly in 13 September, 2007 and was published in March of               
2008 with a majority of 144 member states in favor, 4 against and 11 abstentions. The                
UNDRIP decrees in article 2 that “indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal              
to all other peoples and individuals and have the right to be free from any kind of                 
discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their indigenous              
origin or identity.” Reaffirming that ethnic groups and indigenous persons are equal to             
anyone, the declaration recognizes all rights that include rights to vote, rights to own              
property, rights to join the labor force and many more. Such a guideline supports the               
Rohingya people and grants them all their rights. Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, this             
resolution isn’t binding and its guidelines aren’t compulsory and thus the government of             
Myanmar aren’t bound to follow its principles, which doesn’t resolve the issue.  

VII. Failed Solution Attempts 

It is quite obvious that the government of Myanmar hasn’t adopted any principle that              
is enlisted in any resolution published by the General Assembly such as the UNDRIP or the                
Ethnic Cleansing and the Racial Hatred resolution as both of them support ethnic rights.              
After the attacks that took place in 2016 on the Rohingya people, Myanmar’s leader, Kyi has                
sent an envoy to Bangladesh to deliberate the stance of the Rohingya refugees in the region.                
However, diplomacy has failed miserably as Kyi has continued to refer to them as Bengali               
rather than Myanmese, asserting their legal status and not attempting to resolve the issue.  

International organizations like the UNICEF have expressed their concern as they           
have always provided humanitarian aid to the region to support those in need until the               
political environment is stable, but as of 2016, humanitarian aid has been cut off due to the                 
Myanmese government and thus many of the Rohingyas are starving to death, making short              
term solutions such as these defective. 

In 2017, the Human Rights Watch (HRW) has called upon a UN-based investigation             
to take place in the region to halt violence and to allow the UN to assist the government and                   
to intervene in the issue. The High Commissioner for human rights Zeid Ra'ad al-Hussein,              
said, “the gravity and scale of these allegations begs the robust reaction of the international               
community.” The investigation report has concluded that “security forces members          
sometimes beat, raped or killed people in front of their relatives with the intention of               
‘humiliating and instilling fear’.” Myanmar’s presidential spokesperson has claimed that the           
government is taking these allegations seriously but doesn’t believe that compensations for            
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Rohingya Refugees in the region will be anytime soon, making this investigation purposeless.            
 19

In August of 2016, former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan has led an advisory             
commission on ethnic strife to resolve the issue, however later this year and the year after,                
widespread riots have occurred making the panel a vain attempt. In the same year, the United                
States has lifted sanction on Myanmar to restore relations and to pressure the government to               
install a ceasefire but riots recurred again, which forced the US to reinstate the sanctions.  

VIII. Guiding Questions 

● Why are the Rohingya People fleeing Myanmar? What are the causes of this issue? 
● Where are the Rohingyas are not given appropriate humanitarian assistance? 
● What is your country’s stance on this issue? What can be done to the people               

impacted? Is your country involved in any way? 
● Is there an ongoing refugee crisis in Rakhine State right now? 

IX. Possible Solutions 

It is strongly recommended to examine the whole issue and to explicitly consider all              
aspects and dimensions of this issue. Delegates should assess the political, economic,            
geographic, militarial and social dimension of the dispute if possible. Moreover, delegates            
should explicitly abide by their country’s foreign policy and stance on this issue and provide               
legitimate solutions accordingly.  

Governments in Southeast Asia could find measures and create a legal framework to             
protect refugees in the region. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)            
which promotes intergovernmental cooperation, should attempt to resolve the issue by           
coordinating with government of Myanmar. Members of the ASEAN, are highly           
recommended to ratify and implement the UN Refugee convention or its guidelines. The UN              
can create an immediate relief fund that can be used during a refugee crisis. Moreover, more                
developed countries can provide humanitarian assistance to the refugees in need to avoid a              
crisis, which consequently would provide short term solutions in the form of healthcare and              
shelter. The government of Myanmar may be encouraged to recognize the Rohingyas as one              
of their ethnic groups grant them all of their rights, which include rights of nationality and                
have the liberty to enjoy their traditions and to exercise their language freely. They should be                
given a seat in parliament, with a representative represent their interests.  

X. Useful Links 

For more understanding on why there is communal violence in Myanmar: 

“Why Is There Communal Violence in Myanmar?” BBC News, BBC, 3 July 2014, 
www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-18395788.  
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For having a better understanding on the crisis as a whole and all the aspects and the 
stakeholders involved:  
 
      “What Forces Are Fueling Myanmar's Rohingya Crisis?” Council on Foreign Relations, 

    Council on Foreign Relations, www.cfr.org/backgrounder/rohingya-crisis.  
 
For having a better understanding on UNHCR’s efforts regarding the issue: 
 

United Nations. “Myanmar Fact Sheet.” UNHCR,  
lllllllllllllllwww.unhcr.org/protection/operations/50001cf99/myanmar-fact-sheet.html.  
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